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1. Name of Proposed Chief Supervisor (if applicable): 
 The department of Rehabilitation Sciences, Prof. FONG Nai Kuen, Kenneth  
 

2. Project Title: 
Machine learning of arm movement patterns through an open-loop Remind-to-Move (RTM) 
treatment to promote upper limb functions in people with hemiplegia 
 

 The use of machine learning (ML) and of using brain-computer interface (BCI) system for thinking 

specific control commands with the user-defined of voice recognition system and filtering abnormal nervous 
signal pattern in the people with CP 
 
 

3. Project Objectives:  (Purpose of proposed investigation) 
1. To develop a machine learning model of arm movement patterns to facilitate learning the patterns 

of arms movement when the subjects are performing various daily tasks 
2. To develop a mobile app for the control of RTM wearable device through the smartphone and 

cloud-based machine learning model re-training server 
1.3. To develop a ML model of using BCI system for thinking specific control commands and filtering 

abnormal nervous signal pattern in the people with CP 
2.4. To develop a voice recognition system of using the pitch detection algorithm with user-defined 

voice database system in the people with CP.  
  
 

4. Scope and Background of Research: 
 (Please identify key issues/problems to be addressed) 
 
 Due to the world health organization of population statistics report, the CP is the most common disease to 
happen when the baby is born, because their brain is damaged and cannot recovery for their whole life. The 
happening probability is the 2.3 - 3.3 of 1000 babies for the developing countries or regions and the developed 
countries are only had the 1.8 – 2.1 of 1000 babies every year, it is not a small number and the population 
will keep growing (Putnam et al, 2021). Besides, their lifelong time is similar to the normal people, they must 

have to bring a heavy economic burden to their family, or even local government for the long term when they 
cannot have a good education environment and appropriate IT System for assistant them. especially, In 
China, there have approximated over 60M people with CP when they have a lack of rehabilitation treatment 
and assistive technology support, or even the chance of going the school with learning from face to face. 
however, the high-speed network infrastructure has facilitated to connect the internet for the whole country, 
they can stay at home and use the computer with assistive device appropriately when they have increased 
their self-confident of learning and working motivation to improve the quality of life for living the community 
(McIntyre et al., 2022).  
   
The Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) system is the most suitable of input device for the CP people with 
muscle movement and speech disorder potentially when they do not need using their four limbs and eyes 
to make a mistake for controlling the other assistive devices during nervous situation or unstable muscle 
movement (Ponce P. et al, 2014). This system has collected these patient’s brain wave signal 

(Electrocardiogram, EEG) to the digital format interpret some system commands for the computer without 
using the variety of input devices. Actually, most of research papers have done to measure the changing 
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EEG wave length of using the different kinds of human sensory organs to control the computer input or the 
electric wheelchair movement for the people with stroke or CP. For example, eyes blinking, eye balls 
movements, facial expressions or hand movements etc. the EEG signal has transformed the data 
streaming to store in the private cloud database system, this amount data can build up the data models for 
using some machine learning techniques when the BCI with Artificial Intelligence (AI) control system has 
classified the different kinds of system commands to execute in the computer by the users(Daly et al., n.d., 

2013; Kumar & Bhuvaneswari, 2012; Perales & Amengual, 2017). However, this system has appropriated using in the 
indoors situation for the user’s safety considering. As some researchers have observed using the brain 
signal of thinking mind pattern to accurate input the characters on the computer screen for the people with 
stroke when they do not need to use their finger or head pointer stylus.  
 
In the MSc Research thesis, the author has proved that all of the existing voice recognition systems do not 
appropriate to recognize the voice signal pattern for the people with speech disorder, because their mouth 
muscle cannot control very well and the pronunciation is very unclear (CHEUNG Sai Ho, 2018). It is not 

similar to the normal people, so the author has proposed using the English five vowels to control the mouse 
click behaviors and implement the program algorithm of filtering abnormal movement for the people with CP 
when they hold the joystick to replace the mouse control (CHEUNG Sai Ho, 2019). However, it is not a good 

enough to benefit the large group of them, because their education level is not very high and a lack of the OT 
treatment support during the COVID19 epidemic outbreak. especially, in the developing countries. Therefore, 
the author will exploit the pitch detection algorithm (PDA) with ML techniques to develop a new voice 
recognition for them which is collected the different sound tracks to represent some specific voice commands 
for control the mouse click behaviors for them.  
 
The definition of AI is a computer system which is achieved some specific tasks, goals or making decision 
for the learning of amount data collection. The ML can separate the two major categories what are called the 
supervisor learning and non-supervisor learning. In this case, there should use the supervisor learning 
concept to develop these two proposed systems, because the collected data is need ‘labelled‘ the specific 
dataset to represent the different kinds of system commands which is contained in the EEG and voice data 
for the people with CP. In addition, this dataset would be training data to build up a data model for using ML 
techniques by the high-performance computing (HPC), such as KNN and ANN. As it is needed to predict the 
EEG or voice signal frequency distribution for the learning outcome, there can help to evaluate the outcome 
for unforeseen data more precisely (Heidrich et al., 2015; Kim & Lee, n.d.; Neuper et al., 2003; Orlandi et al., 2021).  
 
In this project, the BCI with AI control system and PDA with voice recognition system will become the next 
generation communication tool for the people with severity handicapped, they can communicate with other 
people and get into their living community more easily, or even can contribute their ability for the society. 
Certainly, it is the best vision for the rehabilitation spirit.  
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5. Research Methodology: 

1. Development of a BCI application with ML techniques for the control of cursor and EW movement 
 
In this development application, it will be exploited the ML technique to train up the collecting data 
in the patterns of thinking the specific system commands in people with CP’s brainwave when 
they want to control the cursor or EW movement in the health status. The learning process will 
only focus on capturing and analysis the β,γbrain wave signal pattern when the patients has 

concentrated to control the cursor movement. according to some research papers said that the 
patients has kept doing PT fitness exercise frequently, it can increase the FES and concatenating 
duration, so the β signal (12 – 30 Hz) is more stable and stamina, it can easy to control the cursor 

movement via brain wave device when we have recoded the movement directions of up, down, 
left, right. The γsignal (32 – 100 Hz) can show the short-term memory to recognise sound or 

object, I want to discover in two things in this research (Berrezueta-Guzmán et al., 2016; Kang et 
al., 2022; Monica Faria et al., n.d.). One is whether can record these two parameters signal to 
replace the physical devices control and how long the using time. Two is while the patient is very 
nervous or muscle tone unstable which is something huge collision suddenly and a make noise 
very loudly in near their body very closely, what is changed the brain wave pattern at this 
movement, can we use some program algorithm to filter it.  As a result, this system can help to 
enhance their typing speed without depending on the four limbs input, or even drive their EW on 
the streets. 
 
In this collecting data of EEG, there can be generated and improved the data model to use ML for 
implement our proposed the BCI application. It should be developed based on the supervised 
learning in the ML concept when the data should be adopted the artificial neural networks (ANN) 

algorithm to analyse them and may use the python TensorFlow to build this application by us 
(Cattai et al., 2021; Dargazany et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2021). The EEG data will only capture in 
the two channels signal pattern of β, γduring their thinking the specific system commands in real-time 

which is accepted the labelled independent variables in the input layer. As the users have sent their brain wave to 

the network transmitters of BCI device continuously and uploaded this data in our database system via the internet. 

Thus, the real-time data will be compared with the archive data in the database system when it has determined to 

execute the specific system commands in the labelled dataset. After that, the real-time data will be become the 

sample data and stored in this dataset of specific command. 

 

The author is needed to assistant Prof Kenneth finishing his project.  

 

Objective 1 

 

1. Development of learning system of arm movement patterns 

 

A machine learning (ML) based model will be developed to facilitate learning the patterns of arms movement 

when the subjects are performing various daily tasks. The learning process will focus on two types of arms 

movement – that of the non-affected and affected arms of people with hemiplegia after stroke, and that of both 

arms of healthy individuals – so as to improve the model’s performance using ML. The outcome of this 

learning process is to generate trained ML models for implementing our proposed closed-loop RTM treatment 

application. The ML system will be developed based on supervised learning, where artificial neural networks 

(ANN) algorithms will be adopted and built using TensorFlow. Supervised learning aims at building a large 

number of neurons (called perceptrons), which can make decisions and feed those decisions to other neurons and 

are organized in interconnected layers [11]. ANN algorithms including backpropagation neural network, 

feedforward neural network, and radial basis function network will be exploited to investigate the optimal network 

configuration that would give the best classification results. The weights of the inputs to each neuron, the 

assignment of hidden nodes and their parameters, and the activation functions will be tuned to yield the best 

combinations [12]. 

 

Fig. 1 depicts an abstract structure of our proposed ML system. At the input layer, which accepts the labelled 



independent variables, the range of motion data received from the gyroscope sensor, speed data received from the 

accelerometer sensor, and EMG muscle activation data will be used as inputs for the training (learning) process. 

The input data samples are labelled by specifying the movements in each task that each data sample corresponds 

to, as well as the level of discrepancy as compared with the same action performed by the non-affected arms in 

people with stroke as well as the corresponding arms of their healthy counterparts. The labelled datasets will be 

used for supervised learning in the modeling of the ANNs. In the output layer that generates predictions, in this 

application, the system will be designed to firstly classify (predict) which actions are being performed by the 

subjects and secondly conclude the values of the discrepancy levels of their movements. More specifically, ten-

fold cross-validation will be used to build and evaluate the ANNs, where the data samples are divided into ten 

equal parts of similar distributions, with nine of them (90%) used for training the ANN models and the remaining 

one part (10%) used for testing. The process is repeated until each part has been used for testing once and the 

model performance is given by the average of the ten runs. The strategy of dropout will also be adopted to avoid 

overfitting or underfitting such that some of the hidden nodes are randomly dropped out during the process of 

training at each iteration. 

 

The trained model is essentially a weight matrix as shown in Fig. 1. The full neural network formula can be 

denoted as follows: 

 

Where, y is the output vector; 

 

x is the input vector; 

 

in is the number of elements in the input vector; 

 

n is the number of neurons in a single hidden layer; and 

 

ou is the number of elements in the output vector. 

 

Participants’ data will first be identified using bilateral arm inertia motion sensors in the new generation of 

wearable devices, measuring the range of motion using gyroscope, and speed and frequency using accelerometer, 

as well as the muscle force activation using surface electromyography (EMG) on both arms while the participant 

is performing bilateral arm movements in everyday life. There will be few sensors on each arm - at the shoulder, 

above and below the elbow, and over the wrist. Data will be collected from 25 individuals with left arm 

hemiparesis and 25 participants with right arm hemiparesis, as well as 50 healthy counterparts. 

 

2. Development of a mobile app for the control of RTM treatment 

 

A mobile app will be developed for communicating with and controlling the RTM wearavle device worn on a 

stroke participant’s affected arm via a wireless channel such as Bluetooth. The trained models generated in the 

learning phase will be embedded into the developed app and act as an artificial brain to perform automatic decision 

making based on real-time biological data (i.e. range of motion, speed, and EMG signals) received from the RTM 

device. For example, given the two outputs of the trained model (i.e. the classified action and the discrepancy 

value), the app can decide whether to send an instruction signal to the RTM device for releasing an electrical 

stimulation or certain vibration flows to the subject’s affected arm for reminding. The app will be developed 

for two popular mobile platforms, iOS and Android, and uploaded to their app stores for app distribution in the 

data collection and clinical evaluation phases. 

 

Additionally, a lightweight, cloud-based ML model re-training server will be developed. The server facilitates the 

re-training of the trained models by providing new sets of training and testing data. This facility can enhance the 

accuracy of the trained models and personalize them to fit the different situations of end-users. 

 
2. Development of a voice recognition system with PDA for the control of mouse click behaviors or 

triggering the pressing events of system buttons  
 



A voice recognition system with PDA will be developed to build up the self-define of voice database by the 

people with CP when they have recorded the 5-8 different sound tracks and no needed to speak any specific 

single word (Kolhatkar et al., 2016). This system is exploited the pitch detection algorithm to compare with 

archives voice data in database, there should be checked three values of this voice data which is only 

retrieved their own dataset in every 500ms, including this sound track location of max and min values,  

standard deviation. It can produce a data model for using ML techniques to determine which is the most 

similar voice command to execute by them, such as SVM, KNN. There have supported in the Microsoft 

ML.NET Framework for developing this kind of system (Drugman et al., 2019; Faghih & Timoney, n.d.).  

 

In the workflow of this program, the system interface has provided the most common of system commands 

around five to eight to remember for the users more easily which is included the mouse click behaviors and 

windows shortcut keys, e.g. ‘ctrl-c’, ‘ctrl-p’ etc. or even can self-define these commands for their own. For 

the initialization step, each user is needed to record the same single voice around ten times for each system 

command, it is a base sample data and the system setting of recognition similarity rate should not request 

too high around 60% when it is triggered the selected system command by them. If the dataset has grown 

up for using these users frequently, the similarity rate should be increased at most 80% by the system 

automatically and estimated the selected command more accurately what they want. 

 

As the normal human voice range is between 500 and 2kHz, the recording sound wave part is only received 

this range data in this program. however, we have considered the human voice volume loudly or weakly 

when their sound location is distance the speaker closely or not. the program should set lower boundary of 

sound wave in 500Hz and the sound wave of frame set must higher than 800 in every 1,000 milliseconds, 

so it can ignore the noise around the speaker closely. Definitely, it is not a best solution of noise filtering, 

the author must keep to do the technical research in future when the system has collected amount voice data 

in the database. In this program, it will filter all low wave frequency, e.g. noise, the FFT graph has plotted 

in the system interface and their voice signal frequency has store in the private cloud database server. There 

have demonstrated the semi-finished product and some system interfaces which is shown as below: 

 

1. please input your name 2. recording your voice, you can choose which no. of 

segment has recorded the sound wave 

 

 

3. The sound wave data would be transformed the binary data format and store in MSSQL Database. Pros: the 

program build-up data model if collect amount of data for the forward development. Corns: this program must be 

used by Microsoft server system when it has transformation support and database size is extremely huge. 



  

 

4. Each 500ms sound segment comparison and calculate similarity percentages from user’s archive wave to 

pronunciation currently. [Be aware of keep silent environment during voice capturing, by default is 500ms for the 

sound wave segment comparison.] 

If the similarity percentages is pass, the user’s sound track will store in database server,  while the system has 

stored a more their sound wave sample,  the sound wave recognition rate is more accurately. Math function of 

amplitude data comparison, it is a sound wave recognition algorithms and compare with specific period of sound 

wave amplitude data to build-up the data model [1][2]. 

[1]: let x=student archive wave amplitude array, y=student current wave amplitude array and check with the standard 

deviation values distribution in these two arrays. The purpose is that if the distribution gap is small, it means the 

pronunciation is similar 

 
[2]: finding the values of max, min, median in the index of wave amplitude array, let t=array index; p=voice 

frequency values. 

 𝑤 = √(𝑡𝑥 − 𝑡𝑦)
2

+ (max(p)𝑥 − max(p)𝑦)
2
  𝑝 = √(𝑡𝑥 − 𝑡𝑦)

2
+ (min(p)𝑥 − min(p)𝑦)

2
   

𝑢 = √(𝑡𝑥 − 𝑡𝑦)
2

+ (media(p)𝑥 − median(p)𝑦)
2
 

If avg(w+p+u) < 4  

        achieved the specific system task or commands  
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6. Project Significance and Value: 

 
In this project, BCI with AI control system and PDA with voice recognition system will be developed 
for the next generation communication tool for the people with severity handicapped, it will be 
collected the real-time data of EEG capturing signal and voice frequency to transform the digital 
format by them when this system can interpret the collecting data to the specific system commands 
for using ML techniques. Definitely, it is an innovation input method for them and no need any 
computer input devices for using their sensory organs. We hope that this input method can get the 
zero-error and typing more faster for using the computer, or even can driving the electric wheelchair 
more smoothly and safety in outdoor. It can enhance the self-confident in their learning, working, 
contribute their ability for the society and decrease the financial burden for the social welfare system 
for the long term. So, this project is a necessary and worth to do, we do believe that it can turn a 
new page in the research field of computer science, rehabilitation science and assistive technology.  
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In these circumstances, are there likely to be any complications associated with the 
publication of your thesis? Give details. 

 
 
 NA 
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2. Endorsement by the Proposed Chief Supervisor 
 
    9a. Research Ethics/ Safety Approval 
 

[For ethics approval, Chief Supervisor / Temporary Chief Supervisor please read the Ethical 
Clearance for Research or Teaching Projects or Investigations Involving Human Subjects, 
which are available at Section V of the Handbook for Projects and Grants at 
https://www.polyu.edu.hk/ro/staff/handbooks/HD_PG.pdf, and make sure that ethics 

approval is obtained if your project involves human subjects.  For safety approval, please 
read the policy and procedures for safety approval available at the Health, Safety & 
Environment Office Homepage.   Please attach the approval letter where appropriate.] 

 

I confirm that approval: 
 

* has been * is not required * will be obtained  

  Obtained     before the start 
                                                         of the project                              
                             

Human Research Ethics      

 

Animal Research Ethics      

 

Biological Safety      

 

Ionizing Radiation Safety       

 

Non-ionizing Radiation Safety       

 

Chemical Safety      

 
(* Please tick as appropriate) 
 
 

9b. Research Facilities and Space 
     

    I confirm, to the best of my knowledge, that adequate facilities and space are 
available to enable the student to conduct and complete the research programme in 
an efficient and safe manner. 

   
    I would like to request the following additional research facilities and/or space to 
enable the student to conduct and complete the research programme in an efficient 
and safe manner: 

 

Research Facilities  

Space (Other than the 
regular space provided by 
the Department for RPg 
students) 
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10. Recommendation of Head of Affiliated Department in the University 

 
 
 

    I support this application and understand, on the basis of the Chief Supervisor’s 
endorsement, that adequate research facilities and space are available to enable the 
student to conduct and complete the research programme in an efficient and safe 
manner.  

 
 

    I support this application and agree to provide the additional research facilities 
and/or space, as requested by the Chief Supervisor in section 9b above, to enable 
the student to conduct and complete the research programme in an efficient and safe 
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